SELECT REVIEWS FROM PAST PRODUCTIONS

“Good Old Neon Theatre has presented another production that is challenging,
provocative and thought-provoking in these emotional times. Good Old Neon Theatre
produces theatre that reflects the world we live in—shattering, compelling and
provocative.”
~The Slotkin Letter (2017)
http://slotkinletter.com/2017/02/review-blue-remembered-hills

“There’s a certain amount of buying in that Wilson’s production demands, and surely
some audience members won’t be able to pay; but if you can wrap your head around
all the madness and the dirt (and the whiteface and the pre-show soundscape), the
returns are remarkable.”
~My Entertainment World (2017) – Winner of Outstanding Production
https://www.myentertainmentworld.ca/2017/02/hills-mothers-deceitful/

"NNN... This play contains slow, circling ruminations about the fragility of life, the
finality of death and the f-word: fear. But if you can stomach the existential dread,
you'll be rewarded.
Wilson and Pilipiak forge a connection that takes on a life of its own. At the
performance I attended, when one surly audience member - who had complained
earlier about an oddly placed mirror - got up to leave, Wilson added a third layer to the
play's meta-structure by asking Pilipiak/Felice to wait until the man had left before they
continued, which got a big audience reaction. Quick, natural and perfectly in
character."
~Trevor Campbell, Now Magazine (2016)
https://nowtoronto.com/stage/theatre/the-two-character-play-review/
“[A] very dynamic, engaging and extremely multifaceted production.” -- Thomas
Volpe, The Theatre Reader
“[Good Old Neon is] a young company filled with the ecstatic energy of seaweed in a
tsunami...Matt Pilpiak as Felice is a flawless study in melancholy and intense
drive...Nicole Wilson as Clare matches Pilpiak’s performance with a perfect sense of
familial rapport as she takes the archetypal southern belle and turns her inside out[..]
Don’t miss this brilliant production”  -- David Bateman, Bateman Reviews

"Potosí is some of the best theatre I’ve seen. Gripping, raw, strong writing and even
stronger acting. Special mention of Nicole Wilson as LeBlanc. She’s a bold risk taker,
and it pays off every time."
~In the Greenroom (2015)

"Good Old Neon's Potosi brings fine performances by Sean Sullivan, Nicole Wilson
and Craig Thomas. As thoughtful as it is engrossing."
~Now Magazine (2014)

Director Alexander Offord loves to toy with us, allowing us to believe that the
experience will be sterile, gutless, clean and tidy–until the grotesque arrives.
~Mooney On Theatre (2013)
https://www.mooneyontheatre.com/2013/07/06/the-hystericon-good-old-neon-20
13-toronto-fringe-review/
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